


"Talkative" -   a tool for everyone who wants 
to become better at communicating in 

front of others.

Talkative was created to enable training of different types of 
communication that we are expected to be able to handle in our 

working life.



WHAT we say is important, HOW we say it 
determines the impact…

Psychologists and researchers in leadership agree on one thing: only 
by exercising the right communication can people develop their 
communication. With the help of Talkative, you get the opportunity 
to train your communication in different situations in a safe 
environment that the brain experiences as reality.

Here are methods and tools that will give you the best practise for 
your communication.

Feel free to read through before you start training in VR headsets, 
where you will be able to practice presentation techniques in front of 
a large audience and communication in front of teams.

Presentation technique:

Preparation is key. When you plan your presentation adapt it to; who 
is your audience? What is the purpose of the presentation?

To think about before giving a presentation:

1  Topic, what are you going to talk about? What should you include, 
not address? How can you tailor your presentation to your specific 
audience?

2  The environment, where, when should you speak? How does it 
affect you? Does language affect? Culture?

3  Audience, what does the audience already know? How can you 
customize your presentation?

4  Opportunity, what are the expectations? How can you meet the 
audience's expectations?

5 Credibility, what does the audience know about you? How can you 
prove your knowledge / expertise in the field?



What makes a presentation easy to listen to? And 
how do you keep the audience's attention?

● Be clear about the purpose and content of the 
presentation

● Use different types of media, questions, be ready and 
bring quotes and references.

● Build clear bridges between subjects

● Speaking style and voice, how do you speak? Use body 
language, pause, emphasize, strengthen your voice 
when you say something important, think about your 
speaking pace.

● Good storytelling, be authentic, allow the audience to 
visualize your story, keep the story light, ie exclude the 
unnecessary.

● Make eye contact with the audience

● Feel free to use humor and involve the audience, make 
them participate in your presentation, with eg questions 
and show of hands. (difficult to practice in VR)



Different types of audience:

Find out what type of audience you are going to speak to 
and prepare the presentation accordingly. In Talkative you 
will be able to practice in front of a positive audience, an 
uninformed audience and a critical audience.

Is it an audience that has been sent there? Or an audience 
that is critical of what you have to say? Is the audience 
informed or uninformed about the topic you are going to 
talk about? Are you lucky and the audience is looking 
forward to listening? How much information on the subject 
do they need, what do you think will capture their interest?

Good luck with the planning of your presentation!



In the VR headset:
● Turn on the headset and select the Talkative app and 

follow the instructions.

● You can change language on the globe above the menu 
and then select the type of audience you want to speak 
to.

● You will be able to choose whether you want to upload 
your PowerPoint presentation to different types of 
audiences, and you can also speak in front of a team.
 

● Training communication in front of teams is a 3 min 
long exercise. Practicing in front of a large audience is 
about 15 minutes, it is at all times possible to exit the 
exercises if you wish.

             (To see your notes in pptx well in the VR headset we recommend you to use minimum size 18 in font.)



If you want more advice, contact Katarina v Horn

Email: katarina@warpinmedia.com

Tel: 0708–848525

mailto:katarina@warpinmedia.com



